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Managing Self Talk                
Dave Cosgrove has spent the bulk of his career in business management in the
pharmaceutical industry, with over 20 year in leadership positions.

Working as an independent coach and trainer, he has developed and run workshops on
various aspects of business management and leadership, from coaching skills to change
management and team development.

LEADERSHIP

“I can’t do anything right.”

We are faced with millions of pieces of information
flooding into our brains at any one time, an assault of
sights and sounds, the impulses of millions of nerves,
a constant and overwhelming torrent of data - when
current estimates suggest we can handle 4-6 thoughts
at any one time. Our subconscious brain makes
choices, it distorts, deletes and generalises so our
conscious brains have space to focus on what is a
priority. Most of us aren’t thinking about the sensation
of our left foot currently, but just mentioning it you will
now be considering if it is comfortable, warm and even
where it is.

At a higher level, we distort, delete and generalise our
experiences. As Derren Brown says in his TedX talk, “we
make up a story to make sense of what is going on and
we all get it wrong”. The challenge comes that these
stories are so vivid, so compelling, they can seem real;
when actually we are viewing them through a prism
of our own backstory and the filters of years of
experiences. He goes on to describe how “we edit reality
to form a story then mistake that story for the truth.”

Some of those stories are harmless and probably
make us happy. You may believe that after a couple of
glasses of Prosecco you are moving like Beyonce on
the dancefloor at that wedding disco, though your
teenage children looking on are having a different
version of that reality. I sing like a Geordie version of
Tom Jones when I get on the Karaoke. Really.

And then there are those days all too common at the
moment, with the relentless, never ending, often
overwhelming workload. Broken sleep, an argument
meaning you only eat half of your breakfast, guilt at

not being able to be there for your children and no way
to even get five minutes for a cup of tea. Then you
make a small mistake, do something or say something
wrong, and you tell yourself a story - “I can’t do
anything right.”

The number one job of the autonomic nervous
system is to keep us alive. It evolved to keep us
safe when there were real threats to our lives,
when we didn’t have time to decide consciously if
a situation was safe or not. The sense of being able
to scan the environment and decern risks has
literally kept us and our ancestors alive and safe,
and our response to stressful situations is built on
this basis. We are probably all aware of the risks
to our health from chronic stress, but emerging
science of Polyvagal Nerve Theory suggests that
stress has more immediate costs. When we are
feeling stressed, we become more aware of danger.
Research is showing that under pressure we
become much better at identifying threatening
facial expressions and that we are better at
noticing high and low frequency noises associated
with danger. Both of these come at the cost of
missing friendly and supportive noises and
sounds. The worse we feel, the more likely we are
to notice things that make us feel even worse. 

There are various models of brain organisation that
have been developed to explain where our behaviour
comes from in stressful situations. In addition to
Polyvagal Nerve Theory, the Triune Brain model and
the Chimp Paradox recognise that our self-talk and
behaviour under pressure is likely to be driven by more
ancient areas of our brains, and our reactions are
accordingly less sophisticated. The first stage to
managing your negative self-talk is to recognise it.
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Your negative talk will tend to come in short sentences,
will be personal, pervasive and permanent. 

“they will think I’m stupid”, 

“I can’t do anything right”,

“It will never get better”.

If you cannot recognise yourself
saying things like this, I am sure
you will have heard a colleague
curse themselves under their
breath, soap operas are full of
this language! Teenage children
can be a great source- but once
you recognise it, the next stage is
to do something with it.

Step 1, Is it true? Write down the
statement exactly the way you said it,
and ask yourself, is it true? What
evidence do you have for it being true,
according to whom, can you know that for
certain, can you see into the future and be certain
that you know exactly how it will turn out? You will find
out, it isn’t.

Step 2, When you tell yourself that lie, does it make
you feel better or worse? Considering exactly the way
you said it, does the statement make you feel better
or worse? These statements are almost always a form
of self-abuse, phrased in a way that is so hurtful you
would never speak to somebody else in that way. 

Step 3, Why do you tell yourself a lie that makes you
feel worse?

Much as it may not feel like it, the purpose of that
process is not to make you feel even worse. Instead,
by examining your thought, looking for evidence and
being rational about the impact, you are switching on
your ‘human’ brain and higher functions. With that,
you will notice it is easier to make sense of your
thoughts and leaves you open for the final stage:

What is the big true story behind 
the lie?  
Take your original statement and rather than consider

the short lie, what is the long true story? “I can’t do
anything right” might be a small list of things that
haven’t gone well that morning, and a realisation that
together with the breakfast fight with your kids that
morning, left you feeling like they are all connected.
When you think about the true story, there won’t be
the emotion attached and you will be able to see what
you can do about it. It should be obvious what parts
of the story are within your control and that you can
act on them.

As a final thought, your ability to be rational and
balanced, to react with the most sophisticated parts
of your brain, depends on you protecting yourself
from harm. In this case, it might mean prioritising
meals and breaks, doing everything you can to get a
good sleep and asking for help when you need it. Be
kind to yourself.
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